BOSTON APPLAUDS FIRST HOME SHOW OF "WEST IS EAST"

Catty Song and Dance Numbers Insure Success of 1927 Musical Comedy

DEMAND MANY ENCORES

Marked by enthusiastic applause and keen appreciative laughter on the part of the audience, the first Boston performance of "West is East" brought the crowd as close as the Castle Square Theatre. A spirited, zany in the battle of fashion, witnessed one of the most successful shows which has ever been put on by the undergraduates of the institute.

The Rogers show has the much favorable reception in New York. Hartford and Northampton, easily captured the hearts of the Penn girls and their escorts.

Encores after encores were rendered in the dance numbers, in response to the deafening applause received for each. The number of these encores numbered to be the "Black Bottom," by which several encores were lavished before the audience could be satisfied.

Audience Likes M. T. Parody

Of the many parodies given, by far the favorite was "Would You Believe It?" cleverly parodied, written by David E. B. Sample "27, and Thomas H. Fahey "27. It started off with a trick of keeping the noose twirling on the shelves and was not eliminating. The skirt of more serious lyrics, "Tell Me That You Love Me," in the Parody "27, met with a most unanimous response from the audience. For a while again responsible for the verse, while the piano followed came from the pen of a freshman, Howard E. Rich.

Frederick E. Gunzburg "27, made an instant hit with his whirling out of "Carnival of the Animals," while the Rogers show took a first with "A Mouse in the Kitchen" that could not make a move on account of a close-up of the hotel. A cigarette would have made the opera a success.

As the latter was still comparatively

Junior Trackmen Win Interclass Meet on Cindyrs

Sophomores Finish Second, With Seniors Third-

Frederick Laszlo First

(Continued from Page 7)

Junior Laszlo fell short by one foot distance. He was the latter was still comparatively

Martial and Galloca, who were both expected to score in the prelims, were concededly off form, and Martin had to be content with a third, while both were out Red Stahl for the first title. In this event, but the latter conceded to show improvement, and was made by a few tenths of a second. Stahl walked away with the Interclass Trophy, the last boy being some forty feet behind him.

The summary:

-100-yd. dash-Won by Stiebeling (27); 2, Collins (28); 3, Fleming (28). Time: 10m. 32 3/5s. I
-200-yd. dash-Won by DeFazio (28): 2, Duplin (27); 3, Martini (28). Dis- 7 in.
-400-yd. dash-Won by DeFazio (28): 2, Duplin (27); 3, Martini (28). Dis- 7 in.
-
-400-yd. hurdles-Won by DeFazio (28): 2, Duplin (27); 3, Martini (28). Dis- 7 in.
-220-yd. hurdles-Won by DeFazio (28): 2, Duplin (27); 3, Martini (28). Dis- 7 in.
-880-yd. run-Won by Stiebeling (27); 2, Collins (28); 3, Fleming (28). Time: 2m. 15 1/2s.
-1-mile run-Won by Stiebeling (27); 2, Collins (28); 3, Fleming (28). Time: 4m. 31 1/2s.
-1-mile hurdles-Won by Stiebeling (27); 2, Collins (28); 3, Fleming (28). Time: 5m. 1 1/2s.
-2-mile run-Won by Stiebeling (27); 2, Collins (28); 3, Fleming (28). Time: 9m. 15 1/2s.
-2-mile hurdles-Won by Stiebeling (27); 2, Collins (28); 3, Fleming (28). Time: 12m. 30 1/2s.

BEAVER NINE BOWS TO B. U. TERRIERS IN OPENING GAME

Engineers' Early Lead Melts Away as Boston Beavers Hit to Win 11-9

INFIELD HAS WEIRD DAY

(Continued from Page 3)

Slight lead. David there is but a first base, but Crandall was out at the center fielder. The last out was a walk and a strikeout.

In the second inning Callow was opened by waiting for a walk, then scored. Crosby made a single hit and scored. B. U. wound up a fly to left field and David closed the half-inning with two force outs. Boston University made a quick recovery and blanked the Beavers for the next two innings. In the third inning Beavers opened the inning with a walk, and a sacrifice, Coyle, but failed to score. Company was opened by waiting for a walk, and a strikeout. ging the first, scoring in Crosby and Bailey. Crosby fouled out, but Rhinehart dropped him, scoring Euglin and Faber. Crandall went out on a fly to left field and David closed the half-inning with two force outs.

Boston University made a quick recovery and blanked the Beavers for the next two innings. In the third inning Beavers opened the inning with a walk, and a sacrifice, Coyle, but failed to score. Company was opened by waiting for a walk, and a strikeout. ging the first, scoring in Crosby and Bailey. Crosby fouled out, but Rhinehart dropped him, scoring Euglin and Faber. Crandall went out on a fly to left field and David closed the half-inning with two force outs.

Easy Carried and Installed

SO simple is Du Pont Ventube to install that the most experienced man can handle the job. One man can cut 400 feet of Ventube in two or three hours. He can carry 200 feet of Ventube for long distances without difficulty.

The tough fabric used in Ventube assures ruggedness and durability; and the special treatment makes it highly resistant to acid waters, dry rot and fungus growth. It can be used over and over again.

Using Ventube, coupled to small blowers, to clear away the smoke fumes after shots does away with the costly practice of blowing the air lines for your drills and other equipment.

EVERY man should know how simple the Ventube Ventilating System is to install and how economical its initial, operating and maintenance cost.

Write for complete information.

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.

Fairfield, Conn.

Distributors, Canada-Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Montreal—Canadians Distributors—Canadian Great east, Ltd., Vancouver

Good Air Anywhere

With Du Pont

Easy and quickly answered
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BRINE'S

Tennis Supplies

Everything Necessary for the Sport

RACKETS from $2.50 to $15.00

Including the WINNER

TENNIS BALLS

RACKET CASES

RACKET COVERS

TEEN SHIRTS

FLANNEL TROUSERS

DUCK TROUSERS

Restoring from $2.50 to $9.00

Bring in the old RACKET NOW